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software to generate sound. Software developed according to this pattern language emulates
the abilities of an analog synthesizer. Modular synthesis is one of the oldest sound synthesis
techniques. It was used in the earliest analog synthesizers, like the Moog [1] and ARP [2]. These
machines introduced the oscillator-filter-amplifier paradigm, where sound generated by an
oscillator is passed through a series of filters and amplifers before being sent to a speaker.
These first machines had physical modules through which electrical signals were passed.
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Complete Abstract:
Synthesizer is a pattern language for designing digital synthesizers using modular synthesis in software
to generate sound. Software developed according to this pattern language emulates the abilities of an
analog synthesizer. Modular synthesis is one of the oldest sound synthesis techniques. It was used in the
earliest analog synthesizers, like the Moog [1] and ARP [2]. These machines introduced the oscillatorfilter-amplifier paradigm, where sound generated by an oscillator is passed through a series of filters and
amplifers before being sent to a speaker. These first machines had physical modules through which
electrical signals were passed. These modules can be emulated in software, and the Synthesizer pattern
language captures the software design patterns embodied in this approach.

